The amount of data for decision making has increased tremendously in the age of the digital economy. Decision makers who fail to proficiently manipulate the data produced may make incorrect decisions and therefore harm their business. Thus, the task of extracting and classifying the useful information efficiently and effectively from huge amounts of computational data is of special importance. In this paper, we consider that the attributes of data could be both crisp and fuzzy. By examining the suitable partial data, segments with different classes are formed, then a multithreaded computation is performed to generate crisp rules (if possible), and finally, the fuzzy partition technique is employed to deal with the fuzzy attributes for classification. The rules generated in classifying the overall data can be used to gain more knowledge from the data collected.
Introduction
Due to the rapid development of information technology, such as databases and networks, modern industry is able to gather and store large amounts of data easily. The collected data, which may include product sales, manufacturing records, supplier profiles, and customer information, etc., are utilized for transaction processes, information management, and decision support. The enormously increased amount of data may trigger a sensation of information overload, causing decision makers to be incapable of manipulating the data efficiently and effectively. This might result in incorrect decisions and therefore harm their business. Some customer-oriented companies have started to realize that it is necessary to pay more attention to customers and their preferences. The effective manipulation of large amounts of customer related information has been a critical success factor for corporation, since these useful (but often unorganized data), usually stored in data warehouses, may contain information important for managerial decision making. Hence, the crucial task of discovering the deeply buried knowledge in data warehouses is of special importance and a source of strength for decision makers. The conceptual idea of knowledge discovery in database (i.e., KDD) may be a good solution for dealing with such problems. It can be used to transform the data into valuable knowledge for supporting decision analyses and improving customer relationships. Recent research into knowledge discovery has been based on statistical methods, artificial intelligence, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and fuzzy inference, etc.
Ordinal classification approaches are generally focused on one specific type of data, especially numerical or nomial data. Such a limitation is impractical when the attributes of collected data are both numerical and nominal, and yet are both crisp and fuzzy. Association rules can be facilitated to classify desirable knowledge with associations by analyzing, matching, and combining the data, but such classification usually results in crisp rules. However, the possible fuzzy representations of some valuable attributes need to be critically concerned as well, and fuzzy inferences and fuzzy rule generations can thus play important roles in dealing with such problems.
In this paper, we make use of association rules to construct the classification knowledge, and at the same time, a multithread approach is employed to speed up the crisp rules generation process. Furthermore, in cases where the crisp rules generated are not sufficient for classification, the fuzzy rules would be utilized to cope with the fuzzy attributes and generate the ultimate rules for classification. This approach would significantly reduce the amount of computation required when compared with other approaches, such as neural networks or genetic algorithms. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to gain the classification knowledge that is buried in the data warehouse by using the approaches of association rules and fuzzy partitions in coping with both crisp and fuzzy data. In addition, we also study the effects of some important factors on the classification results, such as the number of classes and the supports. It is notable that the use of multithread technique would massively reduce the processing time required to achieve the desired results. Finally, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the concepts of data association and classification in dealing with collected data; Section 3 shows the algorithms; Section 4 performs applications to validate the proposed schemes; and finally, Section 5 draws the concluding remarks.
Literature Review
Knowledge discovery has been a vital theme for corporations since 1991. The process of knowledge discovery includes data cleansing, integrating, selecting, transforming, mining, and interpreting [7, 20] . KDD is a cyclic process to gain valuable knowledge, and data mining plays an important role in KDD [8] . Fayyad et al. [7] stated that data mining is "the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data." Data mining can extract information by the approaches of data association, classification, clustering, visualization, and template, etc., and the research areas of data mining include statistics, machine learning, data visualization, knowledge management, database techniques, and others [9] . Decision trees, neural networks, and genetic algorithms are often used to cope with the complicated problems of classification and prediction that arise in this process. This paper dealt with both crisp and fuzzy data by using the techniques of associations and classifications to gain effective knowledge for improved managerial decision making.
The major task of data association is to find the patterns of association among data, and then generate the association rules according to their predefined confidences and supports [1, 5, 10, 22] . Han et al. [10] used the transaction data of supermarkets and found an interesting (and now famous) association rule that customers who bought diapers usually bought beers at the same time. This seems to be odd at first, since no one ever thought that diapers and beers could be allocated on shelves near each other in order to raise their sales, but it eventually turns out to be a great idea. Therefore, data association is a valuable technique to mine deeply buried, otherwise inconceivable information to be made available for managerial decision making. It is obvious that the whole set of association rules can be obtained by mining the database with the data association technique, but the crucial task will then be the pruning process for such large rule sets. The minimum coverage of these rules in the database is the threshold for retaining the useful association rules. The general procedure of data association consists of two steps [1] . First of all, to find the largest sets of items whose supports are greater than the preset value of support, and secondly, to generate the association rules by using the largest sets of items. Mannila et al. [18] and Park et al. [19] followed these basic steps and proposed their revised association procedure to improve the effectiveness of association mining.
Compared with the unsupervised method of data clustering, data classification is a supervised method that provides decision makers with the guidelines for decision analysis or outcomes prediction by identifying the rules of actual events [4, 6, 14] . Unlike data association, the results of data classification are not only interpretable and meaningful but also acceptable and understandable by decision makers. The techniques include induced decision trees, Bayesian classification, classification based on association rule, case-based reasoning, and fuzzy set approach, etc. Normally, the data are separated into two parts, i.e., the training data and the test data. Learning and classifying are two major phases in data classification. During the learning process, the training data are managed to generate the classification rules, and then the classification process classifies the test data by using the classification rules generated from the learning process.
Han and Kamber [9] stated that the major concerns of data classification were predictive accuracy, speed, robustness, scalability, and interpretability. One crucial problem for data classification is that the amount of data is usually remarkably large, and it is very time consuming to perform the process of classification. Some research has used heuristic approaches to reduce the processing time. Bayardo [3] proposed a brute-force mining technique to generate classification rules with high confidence. Ali et al. [2] suggested a method of partial classification using association rules to resolve the problem of over computing. The major benefit of partial classification compared to traditional classification is that it provides a way to classify data more accurately and efficiently. Ali et al. [2] also stated that the main problems of inefficiency for classification might stem from too many attributes, missing values of attributes, not uniformly distributed classes, interdependent attributes, and too many training examples. However, these problems can be resolved by using the data association technique. Liu et al. [17] proposed an approach of class associative rules (CARs) and claimed that it could reduce over expanded amounts of classification rules, but the continuous types of data have to be preprocessed and transformed into discrete types, since CARs can only deal with discrete types of data. Li et al. [16] proposed another method of classification based on multiple class association rules (CMAR), which was improved from the CARs. They empirically showed that the average accurate rates for C4.5 [21] , classification based on association (CBA), and CMAR were about 83.3%, 84.7%, and 85.2%, respectively. It seems that classification by association can actually enhance the accuracy of classification.
Usually, the attributes of collected data are not all crisp. Some fuzzy attributes indeed exist in real world situations, such as customer satisfaction and customer loyalties, etc. The fuzziness from human cognitive processes can often be modeled by taking a fuzzy approach (i.e., fuzzy numbers and membership functions) [11, 12] . Kruse et al. [15] indicated that fuzzy systems have the deduction abilities to process semantic data by transforming them into mathematic structures. Ishibuchi et al. [13] proposed a classification method by using fuzzy rules to analyze the classification knowledge. He stated two basic methods for rule-based fuzzy systems: 1) voting by multiple fuzzy if-then rules in a single fuzzy rule-based classification system; 2) voting by multiple fuzzy rule-based classification systems.
The problem with fuzzy classification stems from either low accuracy because of the relatively wide fuzzy partitions or the large number of rules generated because of the relatively narrower fuzzy partitions. Certainly, neither of these conditions is ideal for decision makers. Yen [23] proposed three approaches to fuzzy partitions which are grid, scatter, and tree partitions, respectively. In this paper, the grid partition was used combined with the classification method proposed by Ishibuchi et al. [13] , since they both produce more understandable results and are relatively straightforward to implement..
The Proposed Approach
The collected data for decision making usually has both crisp and fuzzy attributes. To cope with this problem, an approach was developed which combined the association rules and the fuzzy rules along with the multithread technique to integrate a classification system. Suppose that a database D has N transaction records {d 1 ,d 2 , ···, d N }, each transaction record has r crisp items and s fuzzy items, i.e., D = {d 1 ,d 2 , ···, d N }, C = {C 1 ,C 2 , ···,C r }, and F = {F 1 ,F 2 , ···, F s }, where C and F are the sets of crisp items and fuzzy items, respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the ith crisp term C i has p i different categories, and the jth fuzzy item F j has q j different categories, i.e., C i :(c ip1 , c ip2 , ···, c ipi ), and F j :(f jq1 , f jq2 , ···, f jqj ). The possible number of different classes of the data set is assumed to be M, i.e., T:(T 1 ,T 2 , ···, T M ). Therefore, if we select n records from the database D to form the training data set D T which is denoted by D T = {d
T n }, the training data will be of the form as Table 1 , where T_ID denotes the transaction identification.
The framework of the two-stage process of classification is shown in Figure 1 , and the detail development of rule generation is shown in Figure 2 .
The main tasks in generating the association rules are partitioning the training data by different classes, finding 1-ruleitem rules, generating association rules, using the multithread technique, creating the data for fuzzy classification, and generating fuzzy association rules, etc. We discuss these tasks in detail in the next few paragraphs.
For partitioning the training data into different classes, some SQL statements were simply implemented and the results are shown in Table 2 . As shown in Table 2 , each different class has its own table of transaction data, and each table can be used to generate the association rules for the same class. Note that : a n d a n d then with .
We first process the crisp rules. After the 1-rule item rules have been generated, the association rules can be found by the approach proposed by Han and Kamber [9] . Some revisions were made to fit our problem descriptions. The approach includes four parts, such as the main routine, the ruleitem sets generation routine, the deleting infrequent ruleitems routine, and the finding freqent 1-itemrules routine. This program is merely for one class, i.e., T i . To obtain more efficiency for classification, the multithreaded technique can be used to process the program mentioned previously in parallel for each of the M classes. After executing all the M processes in parallel, crisp rules can be generated for each class if they exist. Note that it is possible that the program for each class can result in similar association rules which have the same values for the crisp attributes but assign them to different classes. Such situations of the same rule but in a different class can happen because we only process the crisp attributes so far. The conflict rules have to be refined in order to obtain the rational rules after further examination by considering the fuzzy attributes. We store these conflict rules in the table of fuzzy processing rule (FPRT), and wait for the fuzzy classification.
For joining the two tables of D T and FPRT to obtain the transaction data corresponding to the fuzzy items, the SQL statements are generated for fuzzy rules processing and an example table of results is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that for certain number of data (e.g., n l * ), the categories of their crisp items are all identical (e.g., (c 1 * ,c 2 * , ···, c r * )), but they belong to different classes (e.g., T i , ···,T j ). In such cases, further processing is necessary to be performed by considering the fuzzy items. We use the approach proposed by Ishibuchi et al. [13] for fuzzy classification. Triangular membership functions are employed to represent the four human judgment degrees of small, medium, medium large, and large, and a sample result of a fuzzy rule R j can be given as follows:
where CF j denotes the grade of certainty for rule R j [13] . Note that the algorithms used in this section are presented in Appendix.
Numerical Investigation
A set of data of customers' creditability for classification was simulated by the computer program. For simplicity without losing generality, six crisp and two fuzzy attributes are used, and one class attribute is utilized to classify the data. The sample data are shown in Table 4 . We assume that the customers have been preset to 21 classes, i.e., from Class A to Class U, according to their credit records. From this data set, the possible combinations of customers from the crisp items are over 3,600, and the possible number of fuzzy rules are the partitions by the fuzzy items which is 4 × 4 = 16 for each conflict case mentioned in the previous section. 33,000 records of customer data are randomly simulated under the situation Table 3 . A processing table for fuzzy rules.
where 10 predefined crisp rules are included, and the amounts of data for each predefined crisp rule are between 300 to 500 and 1000 to 2000. The objective of putting predefined crisp rules in the data set is to verify that the proposed schema is actually capable of finding the hidden, predefined crisp rules. We set the minimal supports to be 0.2%, 0.4%, and 0.6%, to evaluate how the minimal support affects the accuracy in identifying the predefined crisp rules. We set the minimal confidence to 60%. We also took 25%, 50%, and 75% of the data set as the training data to study the different effects of partitioning.
The final results after running the classification process would be two types of rules. One is the crisp rule, since the rule can be generated merely by the crisp items, and no further process is needed. An example is given by IF "sex = F AND annual income = 25K ~ 30K AND loan = None AND saving = Under 15K AND housing = No AND area = North" THEN "class = A", and the other is the fuzzy rule, which consists of crisp and fuzzy items, since the rule can not be decided alone by the crisp items, and the fuzzy items need to be taken into consideration. An example is also given by IF "sex = F AND annual income = 25K ~ 30K AND loan = None AND saving = Under 15K AND housing = No AND area = North" AND IF "customer loyalty = Small and customer satisfactory = Large" THEN "class = A" WITH CF = 0.7. Table 5 shows the classification results for the different minimal supports.
Note that the accuracy rate denotes the percentage that the predefined rules are correctly identified by the generated rules. From Table 6 (the gray area) we can see that the proposed approach can accurately identify the predefined crisp rules for most of the cases. However, increasing the minimal support seems to reduce the number of correct rules generated and the accuracy rates. This is obviously true, since the minimal support is the threshold for rule generations [10] . For the rules that cannot be decided merely by the crisp items, the further process for fuzzy classification was then performed. We preset the threshold of CF (i.e., the grade of certainty) to be 25%. If, for example, after running the training process, a fuzzy rule claims that some customer data can be classified as Class A with CF A = 30%, as Class B with CF B = 25%, as Class C with CF C = 20%, as Class D with CF D = 15%, and as Class E with CF E = 10%, respectively, then it will be treated as correct if the test data classifies the certain customer data as A or B, otherwise (e.g., classified as C, D, or E) it will be treated as incorrect. Table 6 shows the results of fuzzy classification.
As shown in Table 6 (the gray area), for our simulated data which has 50 classes and 10 × 10 fuzzy partitions, the accuracy rates are not very encouraging. The reason is that there are too many classes to be classified and also too many categories of the fuzzy attributes to be partitioned, i.e., the more the fuzzy partitions the less certainty a pattern may belong to a class, so the number of data in each partition is therefore very small which may cause the CF to be close to 1. It means that every customer data record may produce a single rule, thus, the chance to find another identical record in the test data is very small and as a result the accuracy rate is also small. In such a case, in order to improve the classification accuracy, a large amount of data is required. We performed several experiments by decreasing the number of classes and the partitions of fuzzy attributes, and the results are also shown in Table 6 (the gray area). As can be seen in the figure, the accuracy rate increases when the numbers of classes and the fuzzy partitions both decrease. The percentage of training data used is also an affecting factor. This is understandable, since when we use more data to generate classification rules, the rules generated will be more statistically accurate.
Conclusion
This paper deals with the hybrid systems which contain both the crisp and fuzzy attributes. The associations with crisp items are used firstly to generate the crisp rules, and the multithread technique is also employed at this stage. Then the further process is required to use fuzzy items to classify data if some crisp rules are not successfully generated. This combined approach can improve the task of classification more efficiently and effectively. However, the problems of a large number of classes and a large number of categories for fuzzy items are the issues of importance which might need to be further investigated.
